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Abstract: Resource allocation and scheduling is one of the major issues in manufacturing industries which are constrained to offer
dynamic and virtualized resources to end users in-order to maximize the profit. Cloud manufacturing is a new paradigm that can satisfy
the requirements of modern manufacturing industries. In this work, two variants of heuristic algorithm are used to solve resource
scheduling issues in casting industries. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is used in this work, because it can solve large scale
optimization problems with better search speed, and genetic algorithms can be used to provide solution for non-linear and highly
intricate engineering problems. This work uses a hybrid approach which combines the advantages of genetic algorithm with particle
swarm optimization in-order to provide global convergenceat effective and optimal cost. Experimentation was carriedout for casting
of engine block in manufacturing industry and the simulation results shows that PSO with GA provides global optimal convergence
and also produces effective results with respect to time, cost and resource utilization.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, manufacturing sectors are more
concerned with achieving dynamic challenges of global
market, gathering and sharing product based information
including knowledge in-order to maximize the profit of
production lines. Cloud computing has provided a new
horizon towards product design and manufacturing
sectors. Cloud manufacturing fosters faster product
development by using virtualization and resource sharing
to promote cost reduction [1,2,3]. In cloud
manufacturing, the resources that are distributed
geographically are encapsulated in a centralized way as
manufacturing cloud services. This way of resource
centralization enable the end user to utilize the
manufacturing resources based on their demand and need.
Bansal and Darbari [4] stated that in a manufacturing
enterprise, the assignment of tasks to resources is a
dynamic process, because the resources are dispersed
across several geographical locations.

The algorithms used for provisioning resources may
be either centralized, decentralized, dynamic, static or

even hybrid. Static algorithms allocate resources to tasks
by using prior knowledge of the resources were as a
dynamic algorithm maps resources to tasks based on
demand. Decentralized algorithms lacks global awareness
for optimal placement decisions whereas a centralized
algorithm has full knowledge about its placement
decisions. Hybrid algorithms may combine the best
efforts of two or more algorithm for effectiveness [5]. By
considering the cloud characteristics, for optimally
allocating resources various scheduling algorithms may
be used. Among the several algorithms, Particle Swarm
Optimization [6], Genetic Algorithm [7], Ant Colony
Optimization [8], Differential Evolutionary Algorithms
[9], Artificial Bee Colony optimization [10], heuristic Bat
algorithm [11] are most commonly used. These
algorithms use the Virtual Machine (VM) as the
scheduling and management units for mapping the
heterogeneous physical manufacturing resources to
manufacturing tasks.

In this work, the problem of allocating and scheduling
resources in manufacturing industry is considered as a
main issue because, if this is not taken in to consideration
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then it will have an effect in cost and time of product
development [12,13]. A multi-objective resource
allocation strategy is considered in this work, which
includes minimization of time, cost and energy of
computation. Particle Swarm optimization and Hybrid
PSO is considered for mapping tasks with resources due
to its intrinsic capabilities like flexibility, optimal
convergence towards solution and robustness.

The rest of the contents in this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 represents an overall discussion about
the related works in this concern. Section 3 represent the
problem description which is then followed by the
proposed resource provisioning algorithm PSO and
Hybrid PSO in Section 4. Section 5 reviews a case study
on casting industry and proposes the simulation results
achieved. Section 6, finally concludes the work.

2 Related works

Manufacturing industries are intended to mainly focus on
quality of the work product and automating the
scheduling process on production line which has an
impact on cost and efficiency [14,15]. Shen et al., [16]
represented the purpose of collaborating manufacturing
process with cloud based technology to promote
distributed virtualized scheduling with better cost and
time. Li [17] proposed the initial definition, concept and
architecture of cloud manufacturing which has been later
reviewed in detail by several other researchers. Cloud
manufacturing is a service oriented concept that uses
virtualization to distribute and schedule resources across
several geographic locations [18]. Fu [19] proposed a new
resource selection model based on manufacturing grid.
The diversified manufacturing resources from small and
medium scale industries can be integrated and
accommodated within cloud platform. Kumar and Verma
[20] proposed an improved mechanism for task
scheduling using genetic algorithm. Genetic Algorithm
can be used as an optimal tool for scheduling the
resources in-order to reduce makespan and to balance
workload. It uses the reproduction operators like cross
over and mutation for producing the population. Zhang et
al., [21] proposed assignment approach based dynamic
resource allocation for scheduling tasks on cloud system.
Zhang [22] proposed that PSO based approaches can be
used to schedule workflow across distributed applications.
Luo et al., [23] introduced Cloud Rank-D model to rank
and benchmark cloud based systems and analysed the
performance of the system using two metrics: the amount
of data processed per second and per joule. Genetic
algorithm can be combined with PSO algorithm to
generate a hybrid algorithm which produces global
optimal solution at reduced cost [24,25,26]. Various
researches have been carried out using heuristic based
scheduling techniques for multi-objective optimization,
however issues related to scheduling which encompass

small and medium scale industries has not been addressed
much [27,28].

3 Resource allocation model used in cloud
manufacturing

This section discusses about the algorithm used during
experimentation process. Two algorithms were used
during the evaluation process which include the classical
Particle Swarm Optimization and another algorithm that
combines the parameters from Genetic algorithm with
PSO to have global convergence with reduced cost. The
latter algorithm is a hybrid approach which utilises some
operators of genetic algorithm with a combination of
particle swarm optimization.

3.1 Problem representation

The allocation problem is represented as a graph ’G’ which
has a set of nodes ’N’ and edges ’E’ that can be depicted
as,

G= (N,E)

The nodes are used to refer Virtual Machines (VM)
and the edges are used for representing the
communication between tasks and virtual machines. All
particles are initialized randomly and these particles build
solutions by moving between virtual machines during
each iteration until the entire tour is completed. The
maximum number of iteration can be indexed using time
’t’as 1< t < maxi

Assume that the tasks are to be executed using several
computing nodes that are distributed across several
computing sites. This work proposes a multi-objective
function that minimizes cost, time and provides better
resource utilization. The total execution time of all jobs
on the available resources also called as makespan can be
computed by summating the computation time of all
individual tasks

Makespan or Total time of execution

= ∑CTmax(i, j) (1)

where ’CTmax’ is the maximal time taken for
computation of task ’Ti ’ on resource ’Rj ’.

The total cost, ’CostTot’ can be calculated by using
length of task and the processing cost of resource for
executing these tasks.

CostTot = ∑ Task length×Cost o f exe per sec
Virtual machine(MIPS) +Processing Cost

(2)
The resource utilization rate ’Resutil ’ can be

calculated by taking the ratio of time the resource is
available and the total scheduling time of tasks on virtual
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machine. Virtual Machine (MIPS) is an estimation about
the processing power taken by virtual machines which is
executing on the host.

Resutil =
Availtime(VM)

No o f VM×Schedtime
×100 (3)

where ’Availtime’ is the time manufacturing resource
available to service the tasks, ’Schedtime’ is the total time
taken for scheduling the resources.

3.2 Overall scheduling workflow

The cloud manufacturing workflow consists of tasks
which are to be computed using computing nodes that are
geographically scattered across several locations. The
tasks are randomly mapped to the virtual machines and
the solution is updated accordingly. When the resource is
available at the mapped site, the task is executed with the
available resource. Otherwise some other resource that
can satisfy the job requirements needs to be located. This
include transfer of job from one site to another which
may additionally include the transfer cost. The overall
process of scheduling in this work is depicted in Figure 1.

4 Task scheduling using PSO and GA-PSO

This section describes the algorithm used for scheduling 6
manufacturing tasks taken from casting of petrol engine
block with 16 resources. Two algorithms were
experimented for analysis and simulation purpose which
includes the classical Particle Swarm Optimization and
the other takes a hybrid procedure by combining the
operations like cross over and mutation from genetic
algorithm with PSO for optimal solution updation.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) uses a number of
particles that are initialized randomly in the solution
space[29]. In order to mathematically describe the PSO
concept, let the population size be ’n’ and ’i’ be the no of
particles initialized in’m’dimensional search space as
X = (Xi1,Xi2, ..,Xi j , ..,Xim).The speed of flight of particles
’V = (Vj1,Vj2, ..,Vjk, ..,Vjm)’ and the individual position
of particles, ’P = (Pj1,Pj2, ..,Pjk, ..,Pjm)’. The optimal
position of particle’Pgbest = (Pgbest1,Pgbest2, ..,Pgbestm)’.
The speed and individual position of particles among the
population is updated using equations (4) and (5) as
follows:

Vj(t) = wt.Vj(t −1)+ c1.random1× (Pgbest j− p j(t))+

c2.random2× (Ggbest j− p j(t))
(4)

p j(t) = p j(t −1)+Vj(t) (5)

where:
V j (t) Speed particle ’i’ at time t

Fig. 1: Overall scheduling workflow of PSO and GAPSO
algorithms

V j (t-1) Speed particle ’i’ at time t-1
wt Weight Inertia to control speed based on history
c1,c2 Acceleration coefficients
randomj Random number which takes value between 0
and 1
p j (t) Particle j’s current position at time t
Pgbest jBest position of particle ’j’
Gbest j Global/Optimal position of particle among the
entire population
p j (t-1) Particle j’s position at time t-1

The general procedure behind particle swarm
optimization algorithm is as follows:

∗ The dimension of the particle is initialized to size of
ready tasks ast1, t2, t3, ....tn ∈ T

∗ The position ’pj ’ and velocity ’Vj ’ of the particles are
initialized randomly

∗ Calculate the fitness value of the particles initialized in
the search space

∗ Analyse and compare the fitness value of the current
solution with the previous best solution ’Pgbest j’. If
the new value for fitness is more effective, then assign
that value as the new ’Pgbest j’

∗ Repeat above steps for the entire particles and record
the global best solution ’Gbest j’ among the population

∗ Calculate and update velocity ’Vj ’ and position ’pj ’ of
the entire particles using equation (4) and (5)
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∗ Continue with step 3 until termination criteria or the
maximum number of iterations taken in to account is
not reached

4.1 The hybrid PSO algorithm (GA-PSO)

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search based procedure that
belongs to a class of evolutionary mechanism which uses
the concept of genetics and natural selection. This
algorithm starts up with a group of individuals which are
randomly generated. After the initial population is
produced at the end of each and every iteration i.e.,
generation, a new population is generated by applying a
set of operators like mutation, selection and
recombination.

The hybrid procedure that combines PSO with GA,
executes both the systems simultaneously at the same
time and identifies a set of individuals i from each of the
systems after ’n’ iterations [30]. The individual particle
which has the largest fitness value has the best
opportunity of being selected.

The procedure of hybrid GA-PSO is as follows:

• Initialize the population in a ’N’ dimensional problem
space.

• Find the value of fitness for the entire particles and
rank them based on the evaluation.

• Apply the stochastic operators of genetic algorithm
like crossover and mutation to create new particles.

• Use the concept of selection to select the particles
according to their fitness.

• Apply crossover to update the particles position by
using equation (6).

p j =Urand(0,1)p j +(1−Urand(0,1))p( j+1) (6)

where
p j Position of the ’jth’ particle
Urand Uniformly distributed random number that
takes value between [0,1]
Apply 20% of mutation probability to update the
particles position as indicated in the equation (7).

pk = pk+ random×N(0,1) (7)

where
pk Updated particle position
N Gaussian distributed random number that takes
value between [0,1]

• Use particle swarm optimization to revise the new
value for velocity and position of the particles which
has worst fitness value.

• Update velocity ’Vj ’ and position ’pj ’ of the entire
particles using equation (4) and (5).

• Evaluate and find the fitness value for the population
and record this as the current and global best value.

• Repeat the steps 3 to 4 until the stopping criteria or the
end if iteration is reached.

5 Experimental evaluation

This section presents the simulation and analysis results of
a manufacturing problem in casting industry using cloud
environment.

A case study on a casting industry was considered
during the simulation process. According to the statistical
report given by The Institute of Indian Foundryman, there
are more than five thousand casting industries. So when
considering countries other than India, the numbers are
too high. Among these nearly 80% are Small and
Medium scale Enterprises (SMEs). When casting a
component, the tasks has to be completed by using
different industries that may be located in different
countries. When considering this factor, based on
customer view point if the selection of task holder is
inefficient, cost and time to complete the process may
increase. In producer view point, raw materials and time
will be wasted in a tremendous amount due to lack of
design, simulation knowledge and facilities. To minimize
these difficulties, a platform that combines these
industries can be created using cloud technology which
will guide the end users in selecting optimal resources
across multiple sectors for task execution.

A four stroke petrol engine block casting is selected
as a case study for this investigation. In order to improve
performance at less weight and density, A319 and A356
aluminium alloys were selected. The material tensile
strength ranges from 178 to 215MPa and its surface
roughness is constrained to be not more than 1 to 1.5 m.
The hardness of the die component should be 100 to 130
HB and the casting temperature is set around 660. By
taking the above factors for consideration, the processing
time required for experimentation has been simulated at
different scales of production.

This investigation takes in to account, a set of
manufacturing tasks like design of casting section,
simulation, process and methods involved, secondary
operations, finishing operation and quality check during
the simulation process. The design process can be done
through either Pro-E, Solid works or Catia, simulation
process can be carried out using either Flow 3D, Magma,
Solid flow or E-foundry, process and methods for casting
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can be either sand or die casting, secondary operations
include several super finishing operations, finishing
operations may include plating or painting and quality
check may be carried out by either X-Ray or Ultra Sound.
The resources used for the simulation process are
geographically scattered and the tasks are allowed to
select resources based on their resource requirement.

5.1 Parameter setting

Simulation was carried out using CloudSim toolkit which
can effectively run on Linux and Windows systems [31,
32,33]. The resource cost and the computation time of
different jobs were taken from several input files for
carrying out the simulation process.The same initial
population is generated for both the algorithms in order to
make a fair comparison. The control parameters used in
PSO are the inertia weight ’wt’ and the two constants c1
and c2. The parameters used for GA are, mutation and
crossover probability which should be properly assigned
to improve performance. The initial parameters depicted
during experimentation process is represented in Table 1.

Table 1: Initial input parameters
Parameters PSO GA-PSO

Particle 2-10 2-10

Dimension

Weight Decreases linearly 0.5 + r/2.0,

Inertia, wt from 0.9 to 0.4 where r is a

random number

within [0,1]

which is

uniformly distributed

Acceleration constants, 2.0 2.0

c1 and c2

Mutation - 0.6

probability

Crossover - 0.5

probability

No of Varying from Varying from

iterations 100-800 100-800

No of VMs 1020 1020

No of Data 5 5

Centers

Physical hosts Ranges between Ranges between

Dimension 2-6 2-6

Bandwidth 1000 kilobits 1000 kilobits
Dimension per sec per sec

Transfer Cost 7.33 to 29.33$ 7.33 to 29.33$

per GB

Memory 204800mb 204800mb

Based on the task requirement, the input values taken
for simulation process is shown in Table 1. This represent

the approximation on time, cost, quality and bandwidth of
executing the tasks on the resources.

By considering the above input values, the optimal
sequence represented in Table 2 is formulated where
CMSN represent the cloud manufacturing service nodes.
This sequence provides better effort distribution, resource
utilization and it also maximizes efficiency, productivity
and will have effective machine utilization rate.

Table 2: Resource Allocation to Tasks
Optimal Resource Selection No of Iterations

CMSN12→CMSN23→CMSN33→ 600

CMSN41→CMSN53→CMSN62

5.2 Computation of execution time by varying
workload

The workflow analysis and experimentation were carried
out by varying the number of tasks which can also be
called as cloudlets. For the simulation process, 16
resources related to casting of petrol engine block are
taken for consideration. The casting workload is varied as
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and the virtual machines are set to 10
and 20 to obtain the computation result.

The comparison results of PSO and GA-PSO is shown
in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Impact of Execution time when VMs=10, runs= 200

When the number of virtual machines are increased,
execution time of jobs have been minimized. This is due
to the availability of more resources to service the task
requirement. Also, GA-PSO algorithm outperforms the
classical PSO approach in makespan computation. The
variation in execution time when increasing the number
of virtual resources is shown in Figure 3.

Thus the computational time of manufacturing task
decreases due to the increase in virtual processing
resources. The usage of improved GA-PSO algorithm is
efficient when considering execution time than the
classical PSO approach.
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Fig. 3: Impact of Execution time when VMs=20, runs= 200

5.3 Impact of load balance on resource
utilization

When considering balancing of workload on the
resources, the performance of workload distribution
increases when considering resource without load
balance. Hence when allocating resources to the casting
tasks, if the data centers are balanced with their
computation workload the performance of the overall
system and the response time of jobs will be optimal.
Figure 4 represents the improvement in performance
when workload is evenly distributed across resources
scattered across the computing nodes.

Fig. 4: Resource Utilization rate using PSO and GA-PSO with
and without load balance consideration

When data centers are not heavily loaded and if the
workload is evenly distributed between the resource
providers performance of the overall system can be
improved. In this work when considering this factor,
GA-PSO algorithm performs well than PSO when
workload is evenly distributed.

5.4 Impact of makespan on different runs

When the algorithm passes through several runs, the
particle position is optimal during the solution update
process. Due to this optimal solution, makespan is
reduced when the number of iteration to reach the
termination criteria for the algorithm increases. Thus the

jobs are able to complete their processing within a
minimum makespan which is depicted in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Effect of makespan on the number of runs

5.5 Impact of cost by varying the workload size

When the number of jobs submitted to cloud is more,
eventually cost of computation increases due to the fact
that more work has to be performed on limited resources.

CT = ∑
n
(Cexe(i, j)+Ctrans( j,K)) f or all i , j, k∈ N (8)

where
CT Total cost of execution
Cexe(i,j) Cost of executing task ’Ti ’ on resource ’Rj ’
Ctrans(j,K) Migration or transfer cost if the requested
resource is not available at the specified site.

When a resource is needed by a casting task, a search
process is started to find a computing node that has the
required resource. If the computing node that is nearest is
overloaded, then rather than making the task to wait for a
long time, the task can be transferred to the next available
computing node. This in turn adds the migration or
transfer cost on the total cost. The total computation cost
is calculated for this investigation by varying the
workload size among 16 resources. The virtual computing
nodes are initialized for the experimental purpose and the
cost of the work flow is simulated as shown in Figure 6.

6 Conclusion

This work is based on implementation of cloud based
manufacturing model towards casting of cylinder blocks
in small and medium scale enterprises by considering ten
tasks and eighteen resources. Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm combined
with PSO (GA-PSO) was used for analysis and
experimentation. Based on the experimentation on casting
of petrol engine block, when stochastic genetic operators
are used along with particle swarm optimization, due to
global optimal convergence it provides effective results.
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Fig. 6: Computation cost on casting workload

The experimental results show that, GA-PSO is better
than the classical PSO algorithm in terms of makespan,
computation cost and resource utilization rate. This
investigation would enable the consumers on selecting
resources in a fair way from different geographical
locations with reduced execution time which in turn
minimizes the cost of production.
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